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Abstract

SiSeRHMap is a computerized methodology capable of drawing up prediction maps of
seismic response. It was realized on the basis of a hybrid model which combines differ-
ent approaches and models in a new and non-conventional way. These approaches
and models are organized in a code-architecture composed of five interdependent5

modules. A GIS (Geographic Information System) Cubic Model (GCM), which is a lay-
ered computational structure based on the concept of lithodynamic units and zones,
aims at reproducing a parameterized layered subsoil model. A metamodeling process
confers a hybrid nature to the methodology. In this process, the one-dimensional linear
equivalent analysis produces acceleration response spectra of shear wave velocity-10

thickness profiles, defined as trainers, which are randomly selected in each zone. Sub-
sequently, a numerical adaptive simulation model (Spectra) is optimized on the above
trainer acceleration response spectra by means of a dedicated Evolutionary Algorithm
(EA) and the Levenberg–Marquardt Algorithm (LMA) as the final optimizer. In the fi-
nal step, the GCM Maps Executor module produces a serial map-set of a stratigraphic15

seismic response at different periods, grid-solving the calibrated Spectra model. In ad-
dition, the spectra topographic amplification is also computed by means of a numerical
prediction model. This latter is built to match the results of the numerical simulations
related to isolate reliefs using GIS topographic attributes. In this way, different sets
of seismic response maps are developed, on which, also maps of seismic design re-20

sponse spectra are defined by means of an enveloping technique.

1 Introduction

In the scientific community, it is well known that lithologic stratigraphy as well as topo-
graphic features are capable of considerably amplifying the local destructive action of
an earthquake (Del Prete et al., 1998; Athanasopoulos et al., 1999). Thus, in prone25

areas, seismic microzonation studies assume an important role in urban planning and
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seismic risk management (Lachet et al.,1996; Bianchi Fasani et al., 2008; Compagnoni
et al., 2011; Milana et al., 2011; Grasso and Maugeri, 2012; Moscatelli et al., 2013). As
a consequence, methods for high levels of seismic microzonation (mapped seismic re-
sponse studies) aim at providing quantitative data for use in building design (Borcherdt,
1994; Todd and Harris, 1995; Dan, 2005; Kokošin and Gosar, 2013). Many building5

codes, such as Euro Code 8 and FEMA 356 (2000), require seismic design actions
defined by simplified elastic acceleration spectra deriving from local grassroots hazard
and site amplification effects.

In addition to a need to have a sufficient amount of information suitable for seis-
mic microzonation, computerized data management and spatial distribution in terms10

of input and output/outcomes, is also a requirement. Therefore, the Geographic In-
formation Systems (GIS) contribute the most to maximizing the available data, in the
assessment or estimation of ground-motion amplification (Kolat et al., 2006; Ganapa-
thy, 2011; Hashemi and Alesheikh, 2012; Turk et al., 2012; Hassanzadeh et al., 2013)
and seismic-induced effects (Grelle et al., 2011; Grelle and Guadagno, 2013).15

In this aforementioned context, SiSeRHMap provides synthetic multi-map data re-
garding a complex phenomenon, such as seismic site response, on the basis of a new
hybrid methodology in which a metamodeling process is the core feature. In recent
years, the use of the metamodels in many engineering and environmental science
fields (Lampasi et al., 2006; Yazdi and Neyshabouri, 2014; Wang et al., 2014; Hong20

et al., 2014), together with GIS supported analysis (Reed et al., 2012; Fan et al., 2015;
Soares et al., 2014), has produced good performances, providing fast versatility and
rapid updating. Thus, in areas with a not very high geological complexity, the proposed
methodology can present a high computational efficiency in comparison to expensive
rigorous physically based models. This aspect is reflected in a balanced compromise25

between the accuracy and robustness required and computational easiness and mag-
nitude of the analyzed area. The mapped seismic response provided by SiSeRHMap
has a uniform and equivalent areal coverage, due to the fact that the method does
not carry out the interpolation of single-point data-outputs, as usually occurs in GIS-
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supported methodologies. In contrast to 2-D and 3-D physically based codes in which
the full spectral seismic response is provided only for a limited number of assigned
points, SiSeRHMap provides a complete spectral response in any surface point. In ad-
dition, the geo-referenced data, provided by the presented computerized methodology,
can assume a very important role in seismic risk management, as well as in seismic5

building design strategy.

1.1 Code design and aims

SiSeRHMap is a computer program methodology aimed at the mapped Simulation
of the site Seismic Response using a Hybrid Model. The Hybrid Model consists of
a complex computational system composed of a GIS frame model, analytical models10

(physically-based) and metamodeling procedures. SiSeRHMap is capable of develop-
ing map-sets of seismic response taking into account the combined effects of plane-
parallel stratigraphy and real topographic features.

SiSeRHMap is composed of five progressive inter-depending Python compute mod-
ules, each of which necessitates an external input data. The input data and dataset are15

inserted or linked into a Textual User Interface (TUI) which writes the file “Instruction.txt”
that the Python modules read in running.

The modules and their computational functions are as follows:

– mod.1: Lithodynamic Units parameterization;

– mod.2: Gis Cubic Model frame;20

– mod.3: Stratigraphic Response;

– mod.4: Training “Spectra”;

– mod.5: GCM Maps Executor.
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1.2 Background

In mapped seismic response studies carried out using analytical methods for assess-
ing or estimating stratigraphic seismic site responses, the GIS provides the spatial
distribution of parameters which characterize the seismic motion (Jimenez et al., 2000;
Sokolov and Chernov, 2001; Nath, 2004; Kienzle et al., 2006). Based on a multivariate5

regression analysis of common recurrent regional data-settings regarding simple se-
quences, procedures for calculating seismic soil response have also been introduced
(Rodriguez-Marek et al., 2001; Papadimitriou et al., 2008).

Among the above-mentioned GIS based models, Grelle et al. (2014) have recently
introduced a hybrid model, based on the “GIS Cubic Model (GCM)” frame which is,10

in turn, based on the concept of lithodynamic units and zones. Here, a lithodynamic
unit is defined as a lithological unit which is characterized by a shear wave velocity
depth-dependent curve and subsequently by non-linear stress–strain behaviour. The
zone is defined by a specific combination, in sequence, of lithodynamic units. The hy-
brid model computes the mapping of seismic response using an adaptive model which15

is trained on 1-D seismic response target-cases calculated from some shear wave
velocity-thickness sequences; these latter are uniformly randomly selected in coher-
ence with general lithodynamic layered models assumed for the study area. In this
way, the trained adaptive model, conceptually defined as a metamodel (replacement
model), is used in the spatial predictive analysis which aims at developing seismic20

response maps by means of its metamodel solving in the GCM.
Topographic amplification is a more relevant frequency dependent effect in zones

characterized by hill and mountain features (Çelebi, 1987; Kawase and Aki, 1990;
Assimaki et al., 2005; Del Gaudio and Wasowski, 2007; Hough et al., 2010; Massa
et al., 2010; Pischiutta et al., 2010). 2-D and 3-D simulation analytical approaches on25

different relief shapes, as well as different incident seismic wave motions, have been in-
troduced (Sánchez-Sesma, 1983; Geli et al., 1988; Ashford et al., 1997; Durand et al.,
1999; Maufroy et al., 2012, 2015). Geli et al. (1988) used numerical methods for as-
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sessing the topographic amplification factor, AT, of the vertical incident of horizontal
shear wave (SH) on 2-D isolated reliefs constituted by uniform material and different
layering structures. Their results highlighted that the frequency-depending amplification
factors change considerably along the topographic surface, showing a greater ampli-
fication at the ridge, reaching values over 2.00 in some cases. Ashford et al. (1997)5

quantified the theoretical effect of the horizontal and vertical seismic response at
a ridge of monoclinal slopes, which is half-space extensive, by taking into consideration
vertical incident SH waves. The analytical model assumes the slopes are constituted
by uniform viscoelastic material (damping= 1 %). The topographic amplifications fac-
tor in relation to the dimensionless frequency H/λ, where H is the relief height and λ is10

wavelength, confirms that greater amplification occurs at H/λ = 0.2. This corresponds
to the topographic fundamental period TfT = 5H/VS of the relief. Similar values of reso-
nance were found by Paolucci (2002); however slightly lower values were also shown
for high frequencies. In addition, in relation to the slope angle i , the ATH/λ-depending
curves decrease showing greater values for i = 90◦ (AT ≈ 1.5), while they are lower15

for i ≤< 30◦ (AT < 1.10) and negligible for i = 15◦. Similar values were obtained for the
same relief model by Nguyen et al. (2013).

In natural complex topographic zones, Maufroy et al. (2012) used a three-
dimensional numerical simulation code in order to investigate topographic effects, in
some assigned points, assuming a multi isotropic source of seismic waves propagat-20

ing in a complex 3-D media with a realistic surface topography. Their results showed
topographic amplification factors up to 3.6 with a typical value range of 1.5–2.5 at the
crests. However, the 3-D topographic amplification seems to be the combined result of
lithological and geometric factors in which the pure topographic effect is difficult to fully
quantify in numerous cases (Gallipoli et al., 2013). In addition, in some cases, recorded25

ground motions show a directionality in the resonance, (Bouchon et al., 1996; Spudich
et al., 1996) encountering amplification values greater than the results formulated by
the 2-D and 3-D numerical simulation models (Lovati et al., 2011). Furthermore, most
comparison studies refer to noise or weak aftershock motions, and thus do not take into
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account or only slightly take into account the non-liner effect of system ridge-lithology
(Gutierrez et al., 1992). On the other hand, the aforesaid studies have increased aware-
ness in relation to the necessity to assess or predict topographic effect as a frequency
depending variable and in an adequate way, in contrast with the simplistic models of
the building codes. These models, in fact, provide the use of constant amplitudes in5

the entire spectrum, showing conditions of under-evaluation in several spectral ranges
(Gallipoli et al., 2013; Barani et al., 2014).

1.3 Application scenarios

The SiSeRHMap was applied to a Synthetic Recurrent Scenario (SRS), a non-real area
of 5 km2 (2.5km×2.0km) which is a synthetic reproduction of a common hilly scenery10

characterized by rigid/quasi rigid reliefs and a valley with soft lithologic units covering
the bedrock (Fig. 1). The choice for using a SRS is based on the following reasons:
(i) the possibility to simulate a vast number of sequences with different layer combi-
nations in order to demonstrate the complete computational ability of the SiSeRHMap,
(ii) the possibility to introduce different comparison scenarios, including also real scene-15

rios, in the analysis, as shown in the topography amplification section (Sect. 4.2). The
recognizing, consultation and interpretation of pre-existing data is a fundamental pro-
cess in the definition of lithodynamic units and their spatial distribution (lithodynamic
model). However, this preliminary process does not affect the performance of the code
(therefore the methodology) but it affects the coherence of the results with the analysed20

area.
The input motion assumed in the simulation analysis is the same used by Grelle

et al. (2014) in the real study area. It is a time-acceleration record that was spectrally-
matched with the elastic spectrum design (with damping value of 0.05), which referred
to the rigid site. The stratigraphic feature of the SRS (Fig. 1a) identified three cover25

lithodynamic units and two bedrocks, respectively rigid and non-rigid. The combina-
tion of these units determines the constitution of eight zones. The number and spatial
distribution of the survey points are assumed coherent in the parametric characteriza-
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tion, and in the geometric features of the lithodynamic units, in reference to the simple
subsoil setting of the SRS. However, in real case analyses and ignoring the ability of
the modeller, the number, typology and spatial distribution of data must be taken into
consideration in relation to the size and geological complexity of the area (Cardarelli
et al., 2008), and also of the desired/required reliability degree.5

The topographic feature (Fig. 1b) is characterized by a flat valley zone and a mod-
erate high isolate relief with a slope angle of approximately 15–20◦ and values of cur-
vature, at the ridge, of approximately 0.5. The resolution of the stratigraphic grid-data
files and topographic grid-data is different, in order to respect the resolution expected
by SiSeRHMap (see Sect. 4.2). The georeferenced coordinates of the input/output10

grid-data files locate the SRS in Southern Italy in an unreal way.

2 Gis Cubic Model: mod1 and mod2

The Gis Cubic Model (GCM) (Fig. 2) is a discretized and parametrized representa-
tion of an underground half-space that is capable of performing an overlay computa-
tion of geo-referenced grid data generated by common Geographic Information Sys-15

tems platforms. This model intervenes in the SiSerHMap at two different and non-
subsequent phases. In the first phase, the model parameterizes the lithodymamic units.
In the second phase, the model produces seismic response maps. The GCM structure
(Grelle et al., 2014) is based on a binary template matrix in which the rows (records)
and columns (fields) represent respectively, the zones and layers. In the matrix, the20

presence or absence of the lithodynamic unit is defined in a binary way. The pres-
ence/absence of lithodynamic units is an exclusive propriety attributed to the covered
layers. In contrast, the bedrock layer is always present at the base of the sequence. In
this way, for a n layer sequence, the maximum number of possible zones is 2n−1. The
bedrock is the lithodynamic unit which is always present at the bottom of the sequence25

at the n-th layers and it can be defined as rigid or non-rigid, depending on whether the
shear wave velocity is equal or greater to a prefixed value, VSrig

. Therefore, the condition
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that the non-rigid bedrock must reach the VSrig
value with a depth passing thus to the

rigid condition is imposed; in this way a new lithodynamic unit up to the rigid bedrock is
generated by the model. In SiSeRHMap, it is possible to consider the existence of two
different bedrock typologies, thereby doubling the number of possible zones (2 ·2n−1)
when this occurs.5

2.1 Initial input data

In the GCM, the number of layers, and consequently the spatial extension of the lithody-
namic units, are jointly defined by preparatory studies, as is the standard procedure in
high levels of seismic microzonation. These studies are based on a preliminary collec-
tion of field surveys and pre-existing studies and datasets; subsequently, an accurate10

interpretation of geological, geotechnical and geophysical data permits the definition
of both the typology and characterization (parametrization), as well as the spatial dis-
tribution, of the lithodynamic units.

The main focus in the parameterization of lithodynamic units is their spatial identi-
fication; this latter can be performed taking into account the lithology and their shear15

wave velocity–depth value distributions. In this way, to each lithodynamic unit is asso-
ciated a layer in the GCM and it is defined by a linear-log or linear depending curve,
VS ,z, which is identified by the intercept-velocity VS0i

and angular coefficient αi . In some
cases, this identification can show how the geophysical and geotechnical proprieties of
soils can be decisive in the building of a GCM model. Therefore, the equations associ-20

ated to the VS ,z lithodynamic unit distributions are:
(i) linear-log function for i-th covered layer,

VSi (z) = VS0i
+αi log(1+ z) (1)

(ii) linear function for non-rigid bedrock, nth layer

VSn(z) = VS0n
+αnz; where VS0n

< VSRB
(2)25
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(iii) constant value of shear wave velocity for rigid bedrock

VS0n
≥ VSRB

. (3)

The curve fitting, and therefore the calibration of the parameters VS0i
and αi , are

obtained by means of the least-squares regression method. In relation to these afore-
mentioned, the standard deviation permits evaluating the appropriate identification both5

in number and typology of the lithodynamic units (data and graphics in Supplement
folder: OUTPUT\mod1_VsZ).

2.2 GCM frame

Input grid data files containing the thickness spatial distribution of the lithodynamic
units, are necessary to instruct mod.2. These files are obtained via the common anal-10

ysis that led to the definition of the lithodynamic units and zones. In fact, taking into
consideration that the limit of a zone is also the extension line of at least one of the
lithodynamic units, polyline features should define the minimum thickness as well as
the borderline in the GIS pre-processing. In order to avoid computational bugs, the
minimal thickness, h(min), of the lithodynamic units must not be zero. More specifically,15

this must correspond to the depth of the output of the desired seismic response, z(out).
Figure 3 shows how the lithology with a thickness of less than h(min) did not identify the
lithodynamic unit’s presence; therefore, its spatial size must be preliminarily attributed
to the nearest lithodynamic unit (above or below the non-identified lithodynamic unit).

Summarizing, the georeferenced grid input data is:20

– Layer_1.txt, Layer_2.txt,. . . Layer_n-1.txt; extension of the covered layers in terms
of one and zero values

– Bedrock_1.txt, Bedrock_2.txt (if this latter is present); extension of one or two
bedrock typologies in terms of one and zero values

– Zones.txt, extension of zones, these are identified from a relative integer number.25
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– H_layer1.txt, H_layer_2.txt,. . . H_layer_n-1.txt; lithodynamic unit thicknesses ob-
tained using appropriate GIS spatial interpolation techniques. For an adequate
computational time, the grid-data resolution may be determined as follows:

top resolution unit (m) ≈ integer

√surface (m2)

106

 (4)

SiSeRHMap generates new “H_layer(i)_cor.txt” files in which the thicknesses less than5

h(min) are reported as zero. In this way, the extension of the lithodynamic units is defined
in relation to the map extension of the zones. (Some grid input files are reported in the
Supplement folder: INPUT\GIS_in).

2.3 GCM for VS ,h trainer models

Once the VS ,z curves have been obtained, the binary template matrix has been in-10

serted and the georeferenced grid files have been loaded, the GCM is thus structured
and parameterized. In this phase, the GCM could start the mapped parameterization of
the shear wave velocity for each layer as reported in Grelle et al. (2014). However in the
SiSeRHMap, this computational process is performed in a subsequent second phase
of the GCM (mod.5). In this first phase, the GCM gives data regarding the thicknesses15

range of the lithodynamic units in the zones to obtain the appropriate VS ,h trainer mod-
els reproducing the 1-D subsoil model in a dispersed way in the GCM. Therefore, the
nature of the methodology requires that the equations which characterize and parame-
terize the GCM are equal to those that will be used in the generation of the VS ,h trainer
models; thus, these equations will be subsequently circumstantiated, at a generic (x, y)20

geographic point, in the second phase of the GCM (GCM maps executor).
The VS ,h trainer models (Fig. 4) are defined by the subsequent equations (5 to 10)

using the thickness values extracted, from the uniformly random distribution (Monte
Carlo technique), within the maximum and minimum intervals found for each lithodi-
namic unit in each zone. The number of the models generated is freely chosen but25
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it should be assumed taking into account thickness variability and the number of the
lithodynamic units present in the zones (the default value is 10).

Therefore, once the GCM has been structured according to a (m x n) binary template
matrix and the q number of the VS ,h trainer models has been established, mod.2 of the
SiSeRHMap generates the VS ,h trainer models. In this way, the parameterization of an5

i th layer (i in [1, n]) in a j th zone (j in [1,m]) for a kth VS ,h trainer model (k in [1, q])
are defined by following points.

(i) The shear-wave velocity at the top and bottom of each n−1 cover layer is obtained
using the parameterized log-linear functions; in relation to the combining of the layers
position, the inversion of shear rigidity is also possible.10

VSi (j ,k)top
= VS0i

+αi

{
log

[
1+

(
n−1∑
i=1

hi−1(j ,k)

)]}
(5)

VSi (j ,k)bot
= VS0i

+αi

{
log

[
1+

(
n−1∑
i=1

hi (j ,k)

)]}
(6)

(ii) With regards to the rigid bedrock, it is defined in relation to an established thresh-
old of the shear wave velocity: VSrig

(e.g. VSrig
= 800 ms−1, EC8 prEN1998). In this way,

the rigid bedrock is defined by a unique value of the shear-wave velocity VSRB
with the15

condition that: VSRB
≥ VSrig

.
In contrast, when the bedrock is non-rigid (geological bedrock), the GCM automati-

cally generates a new layer with a thickness of hn(x, y) and it assumes the n-th position
while the rigid bedrock layer shifts to the (n+1)th position. The latter layer has a litho-
dynamic nature similar to non rigid bedrock but its depth confers to it the characteristics20

of rigid bedrock with a shear wave velocity equal to VSRB
. This condition is defined by

the following equation:

VSn(j ,k)bot
= VSRB

(7)
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thus it results that:

hn(j ,k) =

(
VSRB
− VSn(j ,k)top

)
αn

; (8)

where

VSn(j ,k)top
= max

(
VSn−1(j ,k)bop

;VS0n

)
(9)

αn is the gradient and the VS0n
is the intercept value relating to the VS -depth regression5

linear curve of the non rigid bedrock (Eq. 2). In Eq. (8), when the max value is VSn−1Bot
,

it takes into account the possible increment of rigidity due to the lithostatic load of the
upper cover layers; this case is manifested when the non-rigid bedrock shows relatively
low values of the shear wave velocity in the VS ,z dispersion curve. In contrast, when the
max value is VS0n

, this indicates that the non rigid bedrock is near to the rigid condition10

and therefore it shows relatively high values of the shear wave velocity in the VS ,z
dispersion curve.

(iii) The average shear-wave velocity of each lithodynamic unit is:

V Si (j ,k)
=

1
2

(
VSi (j ,k)top

+ VSi (j ,k)bot

)
(10)

(iv) The fundamental vibration period is:15

Tf(j ,k)
=

4
n∑
i=1
hi (j ,k)

n∑
i=1

(
V Si (j ,k)

hi (x,y)

)/ n∑
i=1
hi (j ,k)

(11)

When the training model is composed only of the rigid bedrock (outcropping rock), the
value of Tf is assumed to be 0.01 s.
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3 Metamodeling: mod3 and mod4

The metamodel process is the core of SiSeRHMap; this process is composed of
a semi-automated computation of the stratigraphic seismic responses of the VS ,h
trainer models selected. Subsequently, a new robust and performing prediction model
“Spectra” is trained on the spectral shape of these responses in order to emulate the5

stratigraphic seismic response in the succeeding GCM Maps Executor (mod.5)

3.1 Stratigraphic seismic response

The stratigraphic seismic response is performed in the SiSeRHMap by mod.3: Strati-
graphic Response. Here, the dynamic site response is computed in a similar way
to other computer program/codes: SHAKE (Schnabel et al., 1972; Idriss and Sun,10

1992; Ordónez, 2003), EERA (Bardet et al., 2000), STRATA (Kottke and Rathje, 2008,
2010). The module computes the dynamic seismic response which refers to a one-
dimensional soil column using a vertical linear wave propagation model which takes
into consideration an equivalent shear-strain-dependent dynamic response of the soil-
sequence. This method is commonly referred to as the viscoelastic equivalent linear15

analysis, in terms of total stress, taking into consideration a linear elastic bedrock.
A horizontal polarized propagation of the shear waves through a site with infinite hori-
zontal layers is assumed (Appendix A).

Despite the same computational performance of similar software (Fig. 5), mod.3
is dedicated to processing uploaded data from previous modules and subsequently20

returns data which is used in the next computational module (mod.4). Specifically, the
Stratigraphic Seismic Response module performs an automatic computation of all the
selected VS ,h trainer models. The natural unit weight, ρ, associated to each layering
profile is empirically estimated in relation to the shear wave velocity. In this way, taking
into account the low influence of this variable on the shear modulus due to its limited25

variation, the natural unit weight can be defined (Keçeli, 2012) as:

ρ = 4.4V 0.25
S (12)
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where ρ is expressed in kNm−3.
The input motion is considered on the outcropping to the rigid rock. Thereforeit is

always deconvoluted within the sequence on the rigid bedrock (layer n or n+1), when
the covered layers are present in the zone. The output response (Fig. 6) is provided
at the outcropping of the surface detected by the assigned zout depth; this surface is5

within the upper layer.
For each covered lithodynamic unit, as well as the non-rigid bedrock, the initial damp-

ing ratio, such as the strain-dependent values of normalized shear module and the
damping ratio, must be inserted. From these latter values, the damping ratio and shear
modulus degradation curves are obtained using the regression analysis in the G(γ)/G010

and D(γ) ratio curves fitting, which was introduced by Yokota et al. (1981) (Appendix A).
Therefore, the computational iteration permits a convergence of both the equivalent cal-
culated strain, γeq = (r ·γmax) and the experimental strain, where γmax is the maximum
strain encountered in the dynamic time history, while r is the strain equivalent ratio; this
can be freely assigned (the default value is 0.65) or it can be estimated in relation to15

a assigned earthquake magnitude, M, by the equation:

r =
M −1

10
(13)

A number of iterations of 5 to 10 largely assures the convergence of a dynamic solu-
tion (the default value is: 10); in contrast the use of a number of iterations equal to zero
entails a pure viscoelastic linear analysis. Nonetheless a constant value of the damp-20

ing ratio is assumed for rigid bedrock. This value is attributed both to the fixed rigid
bedrock and to the rigid bedrock resulting from non-rigid bedrock (the default value is:
0.01). For the zones characterized by outcropping rigid rock, the seismic response is
automatically referred to the input motion.

In the Stratigraphic Response module, an additional module “View Signal” (Fig. 6)25

is associated in order to plot the time history signal (acceleration and strain) and
spectra (transfer function, Fourier spectra, response spectra). (Some input and
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output files are reported in the Supplement folders: INPUT\Dynamic_properties;
OUTPUT\mod3_Seismic_Response).

3.2 “Spectra”: adaptive simulation model

Spectra, Σ, is a numerical adaptive model capable of emulating the theoretical strati-
graphic seismic response. In this way, this model assumes a key role promoting the5

hybrid evolution of the procedures in SiSeRHMap.
The Spectra model is hither introduced and it stems from the previous experience

of Grelle et al. (2014) in which hypotheses relating to the behaviour assumed by com-
binations of multi-parametric functions were introduced with the aim of obtaining good
performances in the fitting of the acceleration response spectra. In Spectra, the natural10

influence on the spectral-trends of some main physical parameters are largely taken
into consideration, confirming previous studies regarding Principal Component Anal-
ysis (PCA). The physical parameters used as independent variables in Spectra are:
(i) the average shear wave velocity of the near surface lithodynamic unit, VS(up), (ii) the
elastic fundamental period of the sequence, Tf, and (iii) the period, T . Its analytical form15

is:

Σ =
x1

VS(up)(1+x2T 2)
+K

x
Tf log(VS(up))

3

exp
[
(x4Tf +x5T )2

]
(Tf +x6T )

x7
Tf

log(VS(up))

log(1+ T 2)

+x8
Tf

T V 2
S(up)

(14)

in which x1, . . .,x8 are the eight calibration parameters (coefficients) and K is the modal
scaling factor. Spectra permits a unique solution for each zone; in this way, the param-20

eter, T can be considered a fast-changing variable (spectral variable), whereas the
VS(up) and Tf change in relation to the VS ,h profile model (local variables) and the afore-
mentioned eight calibration parameters are constant coefficients (zone variables). For
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zones with rigid rock outcrops, Tf assumes a value of 0.01 s and the VS(up) is set equal
to the corresponding rigid bedrock.

The three component functions, summed to define Spectra (Eq. 14), have specific
and different roles in the fitness performance of the model. To this regard, and consid-
ering Σ as being dependant on T , it is worth highlighting that: (i) the first component has5

the role of “bed function” because it is the platform of the other component functions
due to the fact that it greatly controls the intercept at the zero-period (PGA) and the tail
fitting values, (ii) the second component is the “modal function” that controls the fitting
peak values in the modal shape, (iii) the third component is the “PGA-correction func-
tion” which corrects the initial values permitting a more accurate fitting of the PGAs.10

In the bed function, the intercept (PGA) is inversely dependent on VS(up), though an
addition or subtraction, sign x8-coefficient dependent, is specifically performed by the
PGA-correction function. The latter, in relation to the trend shown between Tf and PGA
in the seismic response of a specific zone, permits taking into account the possible
known non linear effect to decrement the spectral values at high frequencies (low peri-15

ods). The modal function is the core of the Spectra adaptive model. It is a exponential
equation capable of reproducing a symmetrical/asymmetrical modal or subordinated
bimodal shapes generally shown by acceleration seismic responses in a large spec-
tral range (Fig. 7). The modal function, which combines the parameters VS(up) and Tf
in a different way, permits a chasing of the various peak-trend distributions by zones20

as well as possible single spectral behaviours or possible non peak-trend conditions
due to the different influences of the non-linear responses. The modal scaling factor,
K , acts only on the modal function. It is usually assumed to be equal to 1.00 and can
be changed after calibration in order to scale the peaks.

In mod.4 of SiSerHMap, Spectra is trained on the theoretical spectra response val-25

ues (mod.3) which are sampled starting from an initial period value of 0.001 s (PGA)
and continue with regular sampling within the chosen spectral interval. The initial pe-
riod value is fixed, while the sample rate (the default value is 0.1 s) and the number of
samples (the default value is 15), and therefore the spectral interval, can be introduced
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by the operator. The choice of the aforementioned values is fundamental since these
define the efficacy and congruence of the metamodel. In addition the window sampling
establishes the periods for which the seismic response maps will be returned which,
in turn, will influence the design spectral maps. Taking into account that the sampling
interval is equal for all the zones, this should include the whole spectral energy part5

without exceeding in the sampling of the spectral tail. In fact, the performance of fit-
ness on the energy spectral part can be weak when a high number of tail values is
involved. The training of Spectra aims at finding the optimized solution for the eight
calibration parameters (Appendix B). It is performed by a nearing solution process by
means of a dedicated Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) and a final optimizer algorithm: the10

Levenberg–Marquardt Algorithm (LMA). The latter is a curve-fitting algorithm used in
many software applications for solving generic inverse problems.

The EA is a meta-heuristic method based on an evolutionary elitism of the offspring
solutions that mutate up to satisfying or converging into a predefined fitness condi-
tion. The fitness of the solutions is defined by the fitting error which is expressed in15

terms of a mean square error (MSE). The EA is constituted by two breeding levels.
In the first level, the offspring solutions are generated according to a corresponding
Gaussian distribution in which the mean values representing the initial guesses popu-
lation (low range parental) and corresponding standard deviations are supplied. In an
iterative way, in the first level, only the population of offspring solutions which shows20

a fitness better than the previously encountered solutions, is permitted by passing to
the second level in accordance with the elitism process. The number of procreations
is four (fixed) and for each successive generation the probable parental affinity is in-
creased (Appendix B). The elitism process is reset (mass extinction) when an assigned
number of population solutions is reached and the convergence has not been reached25

yet. The convergence event occurs when an incremented assigned initial (minimum)
error target Etarg is found. This error is increased by a assigned ratio (the default value
is 0.01) at the end of the second breeding level when the process returns to the first
breeding level. The assigned value of the initial error target depends on the shape of
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the training seismic response curves in reference to the shape ability of the Spectra
model. However the fitting and consequently the Etarg value can be dependent on the
number of the randomly selected models, Nm, and on the number of the lithodynamic
units present in the sequence, Nl. Taking into account this aspect, the default values of
Etarg are empirically defined, for each zone, as follows:5

Etarg =
(Nm · Nl)

1000
(15)

The choice of an appropriate Etarg avoids a long computational time or, in contrast,
the occurrence of premature convergences.

Optionally, in the metamodel module (mod4), it is possible to select the zone where
an additional computation of “refinement” can be performed. This re-processing may10

be run when the fit or the shape regression curves are not considered satisfactory by
the operator. The new processing can be performed using the initial guess parameters
obtained in the previous processing and new standard deviation values, as well as
a new lower Etarg, can be assigned.

4 GCM maps executor: mod.515

The maps executor is the second phase of the GCM and the last module of the SiS-
eRHMap. In this phase, the GCM module generates the hybrid stratigraphic seismic
response maps (Fig. 8) after having further parameterized the model using data de-
veloped by the previous modules and some new inserted data. Therefore, a hybrid
seismic response (HSR) can be computed both in reference only to the stratigraphic20

seismic response or also taking into account the topographic amplification effect. Data
in relation to the latter is computed by an ancillary sub-module: “topographic amplifi-
cation” that requires new geo-referenced topographic data files. Finally, an additional
ancillary sub-module, the “design spectra”, permits the computation of the damped
synthetic design response spectra that envelopes the seismic response spectra using25
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the composed functions with shapes in accordance with EC8 and FEMA. (Some grid
output files are reported in the Supplement folder: OUTPUT\GIS_out)

4.1 Stratigraphic seismic response mapping

For every geographic x, y point, the GCM is able to associate a corresponding j -zone
and consequently also the relative parameters, processes, and information deriving5

from the previous modules. In this second phase, the GCM proceeds to configure it-
self using the common physic bases and hypothesis assumed in the construction and
parameterization of the trainer VS ,h profiles (Sect. 2.3). These are as follows:

i. The average shear wave velocity, V Si (x,y)
, of the lithodynamic units, which is com-

puted in accordance with Eq. (10); it assumes a value of zero where the lithody-10

namic is not present in the layer. In addition, if non-rigid bedrock is present at the
bed of the sequence, the GCM generates the n-cover layer in which the hn(x,y)
and VSn(x,y)

are defined in accordance with Eq. (9).

ii. The fundamental period Tf(x,y)
is computed in accordance with Eq. (11). In addition,

where the rock is outcropped the fundamental period assumes a value of 0.01 s.15

iii. In each zone, the GCM recognizes the average shear wave velocity of the nearest
surface lithodynamic unit VSup(x,y)

.

Once the GCM is parameterized, it is able to define the hybrid stratigraphic seismic
response (Fig. 8) by solving the numerical model Spectra (Eq. 14) that in this context
assumes the form:20

Σ(T )(x,y) = f
[
(T ), (VSup(x, y)

,T0(x, y)
), ((x1)j . . .(x8)j )

]
(16)

where the period T assumes the values in the spectra interval for which Spectra has
been trained. The GCM maps executor computes the hybrid seismic response using
the same period used in the metamodel training.
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The maps of hybrid stratigraphic response (Fig. 8) can be affected by a quick change
of data near the border of the zones; this effect can be due to the different fitting per-
formed by the metamodel calibration as well as the geometrical cutting of the thickness
discussed in Sect. 2.2. In order to take into account these affects, SiSerHMap permits
the use of spatial Gaussian smoothing.5

4.2 Topographic amplification mapping

Based on pre-existing studies and simulations on the effects of topographic amplifica-
tion on seismic motion (Geli et al., 1988; Ashford et al., 1997; Maufroy et al., 2012,
2015), a prediction model has been developed. This model aims at predicting the spa-
tial amplification effect on the seismic response of reliefs considering them to be con-10

stituted by a uniform material. To this scope, digital topographic attributes are used
to introduce morphometric variables into the model. These are: (i) Digital Elevation
Model, DEM (DTM_30.txt), (ii) Slope angle, i (Slope_30.txt), which is the arctangent
of the first derivate of the DEM and (iii) Curvature, c (Curvatuere_30.txt), which is the
second derivative of the DEM. The latter, is the inverse of the ray curvature which is15

expressed in terms of a resolution unit ratio. Therefore, a positive value of the curvature
represents convex features such as ridges or edges, while a negative value indicates
concave features such as a valley. A geometric trend of the curvature and slope along
a typical profile relief (the upper part of Fig. 9) illustrates that the curvature assumes
a greater value on the ridge, where the slope is minimum or near to zero, and the20

curvature assumes a zero value where the slope angle is greater. Towards the valley,
the slope angle decreases while the curvature assumes negative values down to the
minimum.

On the aforesaid bases, the prediction model of topographic amplification is a spatial-
frequency dependent model constituted by a combination of the two sub-models (the25

lower part of Fig. 9). Taking into account a generic (x, y) point, ATc is the prediction
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model for the topographic amplification in ridge/edge regions:

ATc = 1+cηte
−2ηt +A1cη

2
te
−A2η

2
t +A3cηt (17)

and ATs is the prediction model for the topographic amplification along the slope surface

ATs = 1+
{
rH

[(
1+

B1c

2
√
π
e−B2η

2
t (1+c) +B3 logηt

)
(1+ sin2i )

]
− rH

}
(18)

where rH = H/HR and it is the relief ratio in which H and HR are respectively the local5

slope height and the relief height, both of which are taken into consideration by the
Basal Surface of Relief (BSR) where H = 0. A1, A2, A3 and B1, B2, B3 are the calibration
parameters defined on the results obtained by the numerical model analysis of the 2-
D homogeneous relief (discussed below in this section.) Hence, the dimensionless
frequency, defined as slope height/wavelength, is:10

ηt =
H

VSReg
T

(19)

where the VSReg
is the regional shear wave velocity. Finally, the topographic amplification

AT is the maximum value of ATc and ATs for each (x, y) point.
SiSeRHMap permits the definition of the BSR in relation to features of the topo-

graphic area (Appendix C), while the regional shear wave velocity must be assigned.15

This represents the average shear wave velocity of the rigid material constituting the
relief/s, that can be different (frequently greater) to the shear wave velocity of the rigid
bedrock assumed in the stratigraphic response analysis.

In general terms, the behaviour of the ATc and the ATs depend on the curvature and
on the slope angle topography attributes which, in turn, depend on the value of the20

spatial resolution unit. In order to take into account this feature, the prediction models
are calibrated on grid curvature data related to the spatial resolution unit of 30 m, which
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can be one order of magnitude higher than the resolution unit of the stratigraphic re-
sponse (Eq. 4). This assumption gives the possibility to exclude the natural ripples of
the slope which can be confused with ridges by the computational algorithm; in addi-
tion it is promoted by the fact that the amplification of low rigid ridges (height less than
30 m) occurs in frequencies with low interest for the buildings. The algorithm necessi-5

tates a recognition of the complete topographic features of the region considered in the
stratigraphic response analysis; in some cases, this aspect involves taking into con-
sideration an area much larger than one object of the stratigraphic response analysis.
Subsequently, the algorithm performs an extracting, a georeferencing and a resolution
adaptation to the smaller target area corresponding to the stratigraphic response area10

(e.g. in Fig. 11)
The ATc and ATs prediction models (Eqs. 17 and 18) are devised in a frequency

dependant manner and calibrated in amplitude taking into account the findings and
results derived from several simulation analyses based on physical models. Therefore,
from these latter, the following calibration parameters result (Eqs. 17 and 18) as being15

A1 = 70, A2 = 40, A3 = 0.25 and B1 = 3.60, B2 = 3.24, B3 = 0.12. With regards to the
modeling and calibration of AT, Fig. 10 shows a geometrical model, similar to that
considered by Geli et al. (1988), with a typical shape of the isolate relief of a middle-
high altitude area (hilly areas). In this setting, a curvature of 0.5 is associated to the
ridge, while the maximum of the slope angle of 30◦ is reached at midpoint of the relief.20

As illustrated, the topographic prediction models are nevertheless devised to provide
amplified or non-amplified responses; consequently, they do not include spectral de-
amplification (predominant in the valley), but they provide the peak values near to the
topographic fundamental period of the relief. In addition, the ATc model provides the
peak and it is predominant on the curvature zone (e.g. ridge or topographic border),25

while the ATs model is predominant along the slope, as expected. This last model
defines the amplification curve for high periods, in all the cases.

For some corresponding positions along the surface of the relief, the comparison
with the numerical simulation performed by Geli et al. (1988) shows (Fig. 11) that the
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topographic prediction model, AT, is able to perform an adequate and efficient overlap,
such as in comparison to the topographic edge feature (Ashford et al., 1997).

Bearing in mind that the strong natural spatial changing of the topographic attributes
(mainly curvature) influences the efficacy of the model, some tests were performed
on real areas in order to verify predictions on hilly-mountain real natural scenarios5

(Fig. 12). The results of the tests, show a substantial agreement with the 3-D numerical
simulations (Maufroy et al., 2012, 2015) performed on a zone with a similar topographic
feature; therefore the opportunity to calibrate and verify the sensibility of the model, is
also provided. Consequently, a computational optimization, mainly aimed at minimizing
the unreasonable concentration of high values, was performed. These high values are10

caused by natural roughness as well as by an anomaly in the base-digital map. The
computational optimization, of AT in A∗T,consists in the smoothed numerical bass-cut of
the slope angle < 15◦, curvature < 0.1, HR < 30 m; and a Gaussian smoothing of the
input curvature grid-map using a standard deviation value of 10–20 resolution units.

4.3 Design spectra mapping15

The design spectra are obtained by the envelopment of the hybrid seismic response
(HSR) in observance of the synthetic spectra drawn by the discontinuous function
which defines the elastic response in the Euro Code 8 as well as in the FEMA 356
(2000). The envelope technique hither used needs to take in account the discrete na-
ture of the hybrid seismic response The technique (Fig. 13) consists in the following20

computational steps:

1. recognition of the period, Tp, showing the maximum value (peak) of the hybrid
seismic response HSRmax;

2. computation of the mean, M, of the HSR values which are greater than the inter-
cept HSR0 value at period T = 0.001 (≈PGA);25
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3. computation of the mean MR and ML of HSR values greater than M respectively
to the right and left of HSRmax

4. in this way the characterized parameters of design spectra are:

a0 = HSR0; (20)

f0 =
HSRmax

HSR0
; (21)5

TB = Tp

[
1−
(
M
ML

NL

N

)]
; (22)

TC = Tp

[
1+
(
M
MR

NR

N

)]
; (23)

TD = 1.6+ (4HSR0);

where the N = (NL +NR) is the number of HSR values over the M, and NL and NR are
the respective numbers of the values to the left and right, excluding the HSRmax, in10

counting.

5 Discussion

SiSeRHMap algorithm is composed of interdependent computational modules and, in
turn, of sub-models where each module can assume a more or less crucial role in the
prediction and therefore in the expected performance. However, some simplification15

assumptions hither used are common to those used in simulation analysis performed
by classic pure physically based methods. Among these assumptions, there is the ne-
cessity to use a simplified geometrical model of the subsoil as well as the necessity to
parameterize it by means of the interpretation and spatial distribution of the local data
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from field and/or laboratory surveys in order to define the lithodynamic model. In this
contest, the hybrid model of SiSerHMap aims at providing an adequate computational
method which combines satisfactory performance with a high computational discount.
The current version of SiSerHMap is suitable for use in hilly and low-mountain zones
which are mainly characterized by a non-complex stratification of the cover lithody-5

namic units.
A comparison between a SiSerHMap and a physically based numerical analysis

code was performed. The Quake/W (GeoStudio, 2007) is a two dimensional geotech-
nical finite element (FEM) software which considers dynamic shear-strain-dependent
viscoelastic material using dynamic linear equivalent analysis. This software offers the10

possibility to be parameterized using some input of SiSeRHMap: the shear modules
increase with effective vertical stress and consequently with depth; in addition it gives
the possibility to assume the equivalent shear strain ratio in relation to magnitude.
The comparison (Fig. 14) regards six points distributed along cross section A (trace
in Fig. 1) in order to investigate different lithologies and topographic features. The in-15

put earthquake used in the comparison analysis is the same used in the Stratigraphic
Response module (mod.3). This input motion is properly scaled in order to produce in
the check point a spectrum coherent with the deconvoluted 1-D spectrum at the same
depth. The check point is placed under the covered layer in the flat zone, while the
mesh is assumed with different dimensions in relation to the thickness of the layers.20

The comparison analysis highlights how the hybrid response is close in amplification
as well as coherent in frequency to the response provided by exclusively physically
based models solved by the 2-D FEM-code. In this way, the aptitude of the hybrid model
of SiSeRHMap seems to have a good compromise both for the definition of theoretical
analytical response and for satisfying the exigency to provide the synthetic spectra25

shape required by building design. SiSeRHMap bases its uniqueness of analysis and
high performance on the customized training process of the Spectra numerical model
on local theoretical cases of stratigraphic seismic response. In this current version,
the topographic amplification model is taken into account via the prediction model,
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too. Consequently, the design spectral parameters derived from the envelopment of
the hybrid response are thus equipped with robust and accurate prediction as well as
giving the advantage of mapped consultation.

6 Conclusion

The SiSeRHMap algorithm introduces a new method, defined as “hybrid”, which is5

capable of creating maps of seismic response based on concepts of simulation cases,
training and prediction.

The simulation (from mod1 to mod3) involves physic-numerical analysis consisting
in a 1-D seismic response (mod.3), based on a linear-equivalent shear stress–strain
model; this model performs on VS ,h profiles uniformly sampled in the GCM. The lat-10

ter, in the first phase, is a structured-synthetic representation of the subsoil by layered
lithodynamic units (mod.1 and mod.2). The training is the core of the method due to
the fact that it provides its hybrid evolution in the stratigraphic seismic response. In
this way, the adaptive prediction model Spectra seems to show robustness and effi-
cacy features, while its accuracy is assured by the dedicated Evolutionary Algorithm15

(mod.4). The second phase of the GCM (mod.5) provides the mapped-solution of the
Spectra model and the Topographic prediction model, in order to produce map sets
of hybrid seismic responses and their envelopment process with the design spectra.
Therefore, the general model at the base of SiSeRHMap confers to it the attribute of
a first computational program that associates consolidated techniques of stratigraphic20

seismic response with advanced techniques regarding numerical emulation models
and their training. In this way, SiSeRHMap permits the obtainment of map-data which
can be easily diffused and consulted.

In this first version, SiSeRHMap focuses its action on the seismic response mainly
characterized by stratigraphic and topographic effects. However, the possibility, to use25

digital morphological, lithological and water table distribution data by the GSM, permits
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conferring to SiSeRHMap large margins of evolution in the prediction of the amplifica-
tion effects of buried valleys, as well as liquefaction and landslide phenomena.

Appendix A

Stratigraphic seismic response module

Module three computes the dynamic seismic response for a site-model with in-5

finitely extended horizontal covered layers assuming a vertical propagation of polarized
shear waves coming from a viscoelastic rigid bedrock (Fig. 1a). The non-linear visco-
elastic strain that depends on the dynamic behaviour of soils constituting the covered
layers is computed using the equivalent linear-viscoelastic analysis. Here, the base as-
sumption is the one dimensional linear viscoelastic propagation of the shear wave in10

a homogeneous soil that is assumed as a Kelvin–Voigt solid in which the dynamic re-
sponse is modelled using purely elastic spring and a purely viscous dashpot (Kramer,
1996). For this model, the solution to the harmonic wave with frequency, ω, provides
displacement, u, as a function of depth, z, and time, t (Kramer, 1996), is:

u(z,t) = X exp[j (ωt+k∗z)]+ Y exp[j (ωt−k∗z)] (A1)15

where the first and second terms represent the incident and reflected wave travelling;
therefore X and Y are respectively the amplitudes of the incident wave in the negative
z direction (upward) and reflected wave in the positive z direction (downward). In addi-
tion, in Eq. (A1), k∗ is the complex wave number related to the complex shear modulus,
G∗, damping ratio, D, and mass unit weight, ρ, of the soil, with:20

k∗ =
ω
V ∗S

=
ω√
G∗
ρ

, (A2)
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taking into consideration that the critical dumping ratio, D, is related to the viscosity, η,
by:

ωη = 2GD (A3)

Here, it is reasonable to assume that the dynamic parameters G and D are almost
constant in the frequency range where the analysis is usually performed. Hence, it is5

possible to express the complex shear modulus in terms of the critical damping ratio
instead of the viscosity:

G∗ = G + jωη = G
(

1−2D2 + j2D
√

1−D2
)
∼= G(1+2jD) (A4)

where G can be taken as being independent from frequency.
Hence, from Eq. (A1), for the top and bottom interfaces of the i layer with a thickness10

hi (Fig. 1a), it is possible to express the strain [(ui (0,t), ui (hi ,t)] in relation to the shear
stress [(τi (0,t), τi (hi ,t)] in this way:

τi (z,t) = (Gi + jωηi )
δui
δz

=jkiGi
{
X exp

[
j
(
ωt+k∗i z

)]
+ Y exp

[
j
(
ωt−k∗i z

)]}
exp(jωt) (A5)

Therefore, imposing the continuity condition in the interface, in generic time, t, the15

following occurs:

ui (hi ) = ui+1(0) and τi (hi ) = τi+1(0) (A6)

obtaining the relations:

Xi exp
(
jk∗i hi

)
+ Yi exp

[
−
(
jk∗i hi

)]
= Xi+1 + Yi+1 (A7)

k∗i G
∗
i

{
Xi exp

(
jk∗i hi

)
+ Yi exp

[
−
(
jk∗i hi

)]}
= k∗i+1G

∗
i+1(Xi+1 + Yi+1) (A8)20
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For this later relation it is possible to express:

αi =
k∗i G

∗
i

k∗i+1G
∗
i+1

≡

√√√√ ρiG
∗
i

ρi+1G
∗
i+1

(A9)

and therefore to define the following recurrence formulation:

Xi+1 =
1
2

[
Xi (1+αi )exp

(
jk∗i hi

)
+ Yi (1−αi )exp−

(
jk∗i hi

)]
(A10)

Yi+1 =
1
2

[
Xi (1−αi )exp

(
jk∗i hi

)
+ Yi (1+αi )exp−

(
jk∗i hi

)]
(A11)5

At the top of the first layer in the free surface condition the shear strength is τ1(0) = 0.
Hence, Eq. (A5) defines that the amplitude of incident X1 and reflect Y1 waves are
equal. Therefore, once the shear module and damping in each layer is known, it is
possible to compute the value of generic Xi and Yi within the sequence for an assigned
range of frequency. The computation is performed assuming the iterative recursive10

calculation starting from the free surface where X1 = Y1 = 1 until the input (base) layer
is reached. In this way, the transfer function for the incident and refract component of
motion on the surface of the i layer can be obtained from equations:

Xi = xi (ω)X1 (A12)

Yi = yi (ω)Y1 ≡ yi (ω)X1 (A13)15

Using Eq. (A1), the above transfer functions permit expressing the ratio of the am-
plitude of the harmonic motion in terms of displacement, velocity and/or acceleration
between two layers for each frequency assumed. Therefore, the resultant transfer func-
tion, TF(ω) that defines the amplification between the rock surface associated to layer
(n) and the up-surface of a cover layer (i ) or within the generic cover layer (i ), when20

a sub-layer division of the column is performed, is defined as:

TF(n,i )(ω) =
xi (ω)+ yi (ω)

xn(ω)+ yn(ω)
(A14)
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The above equation takes into consideration the amplification in relation to the input
motion associated to an outcropping rock (n layer) where Xn = Yn. In order to take
into account that the input motion is within a sequence at the base of the cover layer,
a deconvolution operation must be performed. This operation assumes that the de-
scending transfer function can be computed assuming that Xn 6= Yn at the base of the5

cover deposit. Hence, the transfer function between the upper surface of the layer or
the sub-layer (i ) and bedrock surface (n) is defined as:

TF(n,i )(ω)input within =
xn(ω)+ yn(ω)

2xn(ω)
·
xi (ω)+ yi (ω)

xn(ω)+ yn(ω)
(A15)

In mod.3 of SiSeRHMap, Eq. (A15) is set for the computation of TF(n,i )(ω) between the
outcropping layer at the z output surface and bedrock surface. In this way, the response10

at the z output surface is computed by multiplying the Fourier amplitude spectrum of
the input rock motion by the transfer function:

OUTPUT (ω) = TF(n,i )(ω) · INPUT (ω) (A16)

The Fourier amplitude spectra of the input motion is defined using the numpy.fft module
in the scipy library that computes the one-dimensional n point discrete Fourier Trans-15

form (DFT) of a real-valued array by means of an efficient algorithm called the Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) (Cooley and Tukey, 1965), (Press et al., 2007). In addition,
this module computes the inverse of the n-point DFT for a real input matrix.

In relation to the strain dependent dynamic properties of the material, in the non-
linear analysis, it is essential to know the strain values assumed during the motion. In20

the equivalent non-linear analysis, the dynamic module and damping is selected in the
relative dynamic curve as a function of the strain level reaching. This approach gives
the possibility to use the transfer function for computing the shear strain, γ, which is
calculated in the middle of layer; the shear strain transfer function amplifies the motion
and converts acceleration into strain. In reference to the setting expressed by Eq. (A16),25
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the shear strain transfer function is defined as:

(TF(n,i )(ω))strain =
γ(ω,z)

ün(ω)outcropping
=
jk∗i
[
Xi exp

(
jk∗i hi

2

)
− Yi exp

(
− jk

∗
i hi
2

)]
−ω2(2Xn)

(A17)

The strain Fourier amplitude spectrum is obtained applying the strain transfer function
to the Fourier amplitude spectrum of the input motion. Consequently, from this spec-
trum, the time history strain is obtained using the Fourier time domain conversion. The5

level of the shear strain defined as equivalent to the dynamic effective strain is assigned
in terms of ratio (equivalent shear ratio) in relation to the maximum shear strain.

The relationship between the equivalent strain obtained from Eq. (A17) and the dy-
namic shear strain dependent parameters assumed in the computation of Eq. (A15)
entails that this latter is resolvable by exclusively using an iterative computation until10

the obtainment of a convergent solution starting from the assigned initial value of the
damping ratio. Mod.3 fits the data set regarding the shear modulus G/G0, damping
ratio D(%) and their relative strains, γ, using the following regression curves proposed
by Yokota et al. (1981):

G
G0

=
1

1+αγβ
(A18)15

D(%) = Dmax exp
(
−λ G
G0

)
(A19)

Equations (A18) and (A19) are the non linear log-ascending and log-descending
curves, where α, β and after Dmax are constant coefficients calibrated using the
Levenberg–Marquardt Algorithm in the computer aided version (Levenberg, 1944; Mar-
quardt, 1963).20

The seismic response spectra are defined by means of the widely used Shock Re-
sponse Spectra (SRS) algorithm, in which the seismic response spectrum is calculated
using an acceleration time history as a common base input excitation to a serial array
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of Single-Degree-Of-Freedom (SDOF) systems. Each system is a damped harmonic
oscillator characterized by mass, stiffness and damping. The damping of each system
is commonly assumed. The natural frequency is an independent variable. Thus, the
calculation is performed for an arbitrary number of independent SDOF systems, each
with a unique natural frequency. The systems are considered to have no mass-loading5

effect on the base input excitation (Irvine, 2012 and 2013).
The calculation method is carried out in the time domain via a convolution integral

taking into consideration a base excitation with a ramp invariant function derivation of
the digital recursive filtering relationship; the seismic response spectrum is the peak
absolute acceleration response of each SDOF system to the time history base input10

(Smallwood, 1980). In the Stratigraphic Response module the seismic response spec-
tra function was developed starting from srs.py and using the tompy.py library module
(Irvine, 2014).

Appendix B

Evolutionary algorithm15

In the Metamodel module (mod. 4), the calibration of the Spectra numerical model is
performed by using the preprocessing Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) and subsequent
optimization of data by means of the Levenberg–Marquardt Algorithm (LMA) (Leven-
berg,1944; Marquardt, 1963).

The LMA is implemented in Scipy Python’s library as a “minpack” subroutine (http://20

www.math.utah.edu/software/minpack/minpack/lmstr1.html). The LMA is a curve-fitting
algorithm widely used to solve non-linear least squares problems. However, as for many
optimizer algorithms, the LMA finds local minima, which is not necessarily the global
minima or optimal minima. This problem is due to some known aspects: (i) the large
number of parameters; in fact a large number of parameters increases the search-25

hyperspace dimensions and therefore a higher number of local minimum values are
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developed, (ii) the parameters differ from each other by some orders of magnitudes,
(iii) the slowed convergence when the least squared function is very flat and the global
minimum is located in “narrow canyon”. Therefore, the non-uniqueness of an inverse
solution and slowness in convergence are very sensitive to initial guesses.

The EA (Fig. 1b) is an evolutionary computational meta-heuristic method that con-5

sists in two breeding levels in which the 1st level generates, starting from initial guesses
parameters (grandparents values) the offsprings (parents solutions) which are naturally
selected for breeding (evolution) in the 2nd level. Consequently, in this level, the next
generations are reproductions in a new generation (fourth in SiSeRHMap) from better
parents; these offsprings are no longer subjected to natural selection but a new form of10

elitism is carried out. Using the root mean squared error in the definition of fitness, the
reaching of convergence between the fitting minimum error, Emin, and the increasing
error target Etarg, determines the satisfaction of the algorithm termination criterion and
an optimized minima error solution should be reached after having tried to escape the
unsatisfactory local minima error solutions. The numerical parameters obtained in this15

way are the best initial guesses in the LMA optimize process.
In the 1st breeding level, the parent solutions (x1,i , . . .,x8,i ) are generated in a normal

distribution from given mean values (x1, . . .,x8), defined as grandparents, and standard
deviation (δ1, . . .,δ8). The grandparents values differ by up to three/four orders of mag-
nitude and are the results of the sensitive analysis performed on many metamodel20

cases; these values are reported as default but they can be changed.
When the i th parent population is generated, its performance in fitness, Ei , is com-

pared with the best performance of the previous parent populations defined by the
minimum current error Emin, and with the current error target Etarg. If Ei is equal or less
than Etarg, the problem is already solved in the first breeding level. This occurs when25

there is a premature convergence (Eq. 15), due to the assuming of a high value of the
starting Etarg, or when indeed a good solution is found (rarely). However, if Ei is greater
than Emin, the iterating process continues and a new parent population is generated; in
contrast, if Ei is less than Emin, the parent population passes to the 2nd breeding level
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and the Emin assumes the current Ei value. The current Emin values are kept until the
assigned iteration value, B, is reached.

In the 2nd breeding level, the kth descending populations can be generated; starting
from k = 0, j iterate solutions are procreated in normal distribution series assuming
as mean values (x1,j ,0, . . .,x8,j ,0), that are the elect parent population (x1,i , . . .,x8,i ) de-5

riving from the 1st level, and standard deviation (δ1, . . .,δ8). The procreation of new
j populations continues until a new better error is found or until an assigned j iteration
value, C, is reached. In the first case, the population is a new generation and it as-
sumes the role of kth procreator having mean values, x1,j ,k , . . .,x8,j ,k , and a standard
deviation δ1/k, . . .,δ8/k. The k iteration of the afore-mentioned loop continues up until10

an assigned number of generations, D, is reached; if the convergence is not found in
this process, in addition to the reaching of C, the process returns to the 1st level and
the error target is increased of A value. When the process returns to the 1st level, the
minimum error assumes the value of the last minimum error found in this level. How-
ever, the minimum error and target error are reset when B in the i iteration value is15

reached.
The optimal solution does not contemplate absolute minimums, being that for one

or more elements (inter-space vectors), the solution tends to be infinite. For this rea-
son, a solution that gives values that do not exceed a greatness of 105, is considered
optimal.20

Appendix C

Topographic amplification

The SySeRHMap permits a definition of the Basal Surface of Relief (BSR) in relation
to the general setting of the topographic area. A dedicated algorithm defines:

a. the BSR as a wary surface. The algorithm performs the numerical scanning in25

X and Y (East–West and North–South) directions choosing the maximum and
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minimum elevation value Exmax, Eymax and Exmin, Eymin. Therefore, taking into
consideration the generic map position (x, y) ∈ (X ,Y ) the height of the relief is
defined as:

a1. H = min[(Ex,y −Exmin
), (Ex,y −Eymin

)]
Hmax = min[(Exmax

−Exmin
), (Eymax

−Eymin
)]5

a2. H = max[(Ex,y −Exmin
), (Ex,y −Eymin

)]
Hmax = min[(Exmax

−Exmin
), (Eymax

−Eymin
)]

b. the BRS as a plain surface with elevation, Eflat, results from an average elevation
of the flat zones. These latter are so defined when they show a slope i < 5◦ and
curvature −0.05 ≤ c ≤ 0.05.10

b1. H = Ex,y −Eflat

Hmax = max[(Exmax
−Eflat), (Eymax

−Eflat)]

Code availability

SiSeRHMap 1.0 is available at http://www.geosmartapp.it, where the trial version and
the full version of the code were uploaded. The trial version is quickly available and it15

only permits the running of the application case reported in the manuscript. The full
version is freely available on demand after inserting the password obtained by regis-
tration. In the folder of the code, the operator can also find the user guide and the input
files that were used in the application case.

The Supplement related to this article is available online at20

doi:10.5194/gmdd-8-4487-2015-supplement.
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Figure 1. Synthetic Recurrent Scenery (SRS). (a) On the left: the maps with a resolution
of 2.00 m regarding the covered layers and bedrock layers; for each covered layer, the iso-
thicknesses of the relative lithodynamic unit, resulting from the interpolation of the hypothe-
sized field survey is reported (black point in Lithodynamic Units map); the coloured polygon is
the correct extension of the unit corresponding to an iso-thickness of 3.00 m (paragraph 2.2);
on the right: the zones characterizing the SRSare shown; (b) topographic features in terms of
the DEM (Digital Elevation Model), slope and curvature maps with a resolution of 30 m.
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Figure 2. Subsoil half-space modeling by the GIS Cubic Model (GCM) and binary template
matrix (e.g. referred to four layers, three covered layers and one non-rigid bedrock) and 1-D
layered VS ,h profile deriving from the GCM computational analysis (figure from Grelle et al.,
2014).
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Figure 3. Example of the thicknesses cutting performed by mod2 of the SiSeRHMap.
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Figure 4. VS ,h trainer models: there are ten trainer models theoretically encountered in each
of the eight zones which are presented in the SRS (Fig. 1a).
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Figure 5. Comparison between EERA and SiSeRHMap (mod 3, Stratigraphic Response) on
a 1-D model related to the 3rd trainer VS ,h model regarding zone 2.
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Figure 6. Example of the stratigraphic seismic response set of zone 1 with 0.05 damping; for
this set, the graphics plotted of the signal view module related to the 5th trainer VS ,h model
are also shown. In the analysis (all zones), the equivalent stress ratio is obtained by Eq. (13),
taking into consideration a magnitude of 6.4.
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Figure 7. Performance of SPECTRA: (a) stratigraphic seismic response with a damping of
0.05 regarding some trainer VS ,h profiles of the SRS (all graphics are reported in the Supple-
ment). The resulting performance defined by RMSE (g) are: zone 1=0.0941; zone 2=0.0862;
zone 3=0.0544; zone 4=0.0435; zone 5=0.0370; zone 6 (non rigid rock in outcrop-
ping)=0.0032; zone 7 (rigid rock in outcropping)=0.0045; zone 8=0.0394 (b) example on
stratigraphic seismic responses that show a large spectral variability; the trainer spectra are
obtained by the notable increasing of the top-layer thicknesses in the zone 1 models.
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Figure 8. Set of seismic response maps for different periods. The combined effect of the strati-
graphic and topographic features are shown at the top of the figure; StR is the stratigraphic
seismic response, TA is the topographic amplification and SR is the seismic response.
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Figure 9. The behaviour components of the topographic amplification model in relation to the
distribution of the GIS-topographic attributes (DEM, slope and curvature) along an isolated
half-relief.
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Figure 10. Performance of the topographic prediction model, AT, along an isolate half-relief;
this is similar to that used in the numerical simulation by Geli et al. (1988). (a) The simulation
considers vertical incident SH waves; in the same way, the Ashford et al. (1997) simulation
analysis regards the ridge of the relief with a slope angle of 90◦; (b) topographic prediction
projected on a more pronounced relief; (c) topographic prediction model AT illustrated in term
of combined shape of ATc and ATs models.
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Figure 11. Topographic amplification computed on a real hill-mountain area of southern Italy:
blue box is the automatic splitting map of the urbanized area of the village of Montefusco.
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Figure 12. Enveloping model that creates the design spectrum; around it, the mapping distri-
bution of the characteristic parameters of the design spectra, are shown.
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Figure 13. Comparison between the seismic response by SiSeRHMap and the Quake/W finite
element method on an across-section showed in Fig. 1.
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Figure A1. Stratigraphic amplification model (mod.3) consisting of a one-dimensional layered
system composed of nonlinear viscoelastic soils covering the rigid viscoelastic bedrock.
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Figure B1. The Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) scheme: x and δ are the mean and the standard
deviation in normal distribution; I and II indicate the first and the second phase; i , j are the
generic populations; k is the ranking of the generation in the second phase; E0 is the initial
error (100); Emin is the current error; Etarg is the initial error target, it depends on the number
of lithodynamic units in the VS ,h trainer model and the number of trainer models (0.005 to
0.05); A is the increased ratio of the Etarg (0.02); B is the number of the generated population
(2000) before the mass extinction (red flow line); C is the max number of populations permitted
in a generation of the second level (100); D is the number of the generation in the second
phase (4).
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